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Q Rahat Ahmed Q

Writing a haiku
The toilet wall told me to

Hope I win the prize

w Nicholas Alaggio w

When closed; conjecture
When open; solace, theory

Vast, pure, inviting.

e Kristen Kelly Bates e

The books feel at ease
In their niches and bookshelves.

Still and calm, they wait.

` Poonam Benakatti `

Twenty four hours
My blood has turned to coffee

StuDYING to pass

I partied too hard
Last night at Club McDermott

Raging for success

2 Dene Betz 2

Desire for knowledge
Only one can fill this need

Hello library

3 Ian Campo 3

Shit, Earth is not flat.  
Don’t allow Atlas to shrug, 

or we are all fucked.

Now twenty four five
And Thus Spoke Zarathustra

I can’t find a seat

A book was rented
Twas The Metamorphosis
Now watch me grow wings

3 Bernadette Marie Charba 3  

Blank Sheet. Brown Splatter.
The mind full with empty words. 

Come, Inspiration.

Muses are silent. 
To write – a struggle. I’m just…

going by the book.
 

Moon rises and falls.  
Through windows, Dawn breaks the dark.

I end my thesis.

6 Raquel Correa 6

Reading or napping
This is the place to be at

#library

8 Brittany Elaine Echols 8

Endess rows of books
Lying dormant on the shelve

Awake the magic!

= Samantha Hartke =

 You moo-st check it out
Such udderly lovely books

You will have a cow

Students stand in stacks
Whisper, write, wonder - wizened

Hopeful heads humming

Nine in the morning.
Papers turn, keys tap, time flies

Until nine tonight



Some talk of McD
They’re thinking burgers and fries

I just want my books

We procrastinate
Writing library haikus

Ignoring papers

- Nathan Hayes -

Walking through the rows
Every seat is being used

Finals are coming

9 Andrew John 9

You may not like pain, 
But in the end it tells you,

“You are still alive”

A Dominic Gerald Kollasch A

Soul’s eternal spring
Winter haven, summer gold

Tending mind and heart

Motionless travel
Through everywhere or nowhere

And Time’s fetters fall

Playground, refuge, ship 
For spirit, soul, mind, and heart

Sacred, profane, and

Mind’s bridge, tunnel, chair
Science, stories, sacred gifts

From once until then

A body static
Mind kinetic with wonder

Still flame and conflagration

Still flame and conflagration
Body telling not without
Passionate wonder within

Athenaeum rich
Succor for mind, heart, and soul

Sates and whets at once

Athenaeum still
Betraying little without

Wond’rous life within

s Kha Luu s

That feeling of when
Sleeping in the library 

Seems better than home

d Wenhao Ma d

Met you in library
Smooth fingers, dedicated eyes

Woefully I’m book

f Vivek V. L. Mangipudi f

As time passes
Library cashes in on

Fines from the students

Ruefully peaceful 
Intangible exams start

Library busy

Big fines always hurt
Exams around the corner

Library new god

Girl in library
Her books never open once

Busy with Facebook

Two assignments due
I am writing haiku

Right or wrong can’t tell

Exams, darkness looms 
Library is inspiring

Forever grateful



g Bianca Marciano g

   Camping between shelves
    Books splayed about, being read

    Home away from home

h Adam Mendonca h

Don’t be a rookie
Orange you glad the library

Sends you to the stars

 

j Salvador Moreno j

Bounded leaves, ink flows
Neath branched beams, knowledge echoes

Forgot, learnt, known dearth

k Henry Quang Nguyen k

The school library,
Where books come to drop and fall.

We need better shelves.

l Shanice Obonna l

Spring semester ends, 
“Finals approach!” students cry.

Sleep is obsolete.

; Juan Pablo Ramirez-Paredes ;

Three floors of silence
Nights and days merge inside them

Knowledge never fades

Z Casey Ross Z

Library problems:
Bookshelves unable to bear

The weight of knowledge.

x Kateryna Rozhdestvenska x

Came to find answers,
Ended up swimming in the

Words of the giants.

c Anthony Samuel c

Defined words turn blurred
Dozed off in this wooden chair

What did I just read?

v Charles Savelle v

So how much coffee 
Has passed through these hallowed doors?

Way more than a sea

b Anthony Schuler b

The wealth of knowledge
You can find within these rows

Battles Ignorance

n Amna Soomro n

Just paper and ink,
I sit cradled in the shelves 
And build myself wings.

m Dheepak Sreedharan m

To the past, present, 
And to the future all here

The best time machine

We Search in Google,
Google searches library, 

Now who is greater ?



/ Shan Su /

Books to feed my mind
Café to feed my body
Peace to feed my soul

 
Motivation comes

While scattered thoughts start to run
Soon, I will be done

 
Pages in my hands

Words dancing across my eyes
Value for my mind

 
Wrinkles in the books

Become wrinkles in my brain
Metamorphosis

 
 “Library” – its root

“Liber” means “book” and “free.”
Freedom through reading.

 
Endless shelves of books

Impossible to finish
But I can still try

 
Tests to study for

Papers await creation
It’s library time

 
I stop to spend time

With friends I visit daily:
Pencil and paper

~ Venkatesan Thanulingam ~

   Library is like mom
    Where mom feeds child with healthy food

    Library feeds Knowledge
Feels so open.

@ Kasey Twine @

Silence was a fear.
The library is a friend:

Seasoned knowledge - here.

$ Haris Vakil $

Finals Week is hard 
Books, PLTL, its here 

Library saves grades

% Shelbi Varnell %

Home away from home
This, a four-floor store for tomes. 

Put your shoes back on.

^ Joel Vettimattam ^

Studying for Class
Night and Day; Sunsets at Dawn

In the Library

) Vandhana Fredy Victor )

Escape their eyes now—
Burrow under those covers;

Life is but a ruse.

_ Lindsey Ward _

The sweet smell of books
Filling row by quiet row.

Life’s repository.

Oh, what is that sound?
McDermott is falling down!

What a sight to see.

D Yirong Zhang D

Not lies in Lines
Which I soak up with eyes
But the charms to explore


